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CHAPTER I 
THE NEED FOR THE STUDY 
I'lusic Education in Rul"al High Schools in Maine and Ne1v 
Hampshire was chosen for study and investigation because so 
many people in rural music education seem to feel that our 
rural boys and girls, especially at the high school level, 
are not receiving the same opportunities in music education 
as boys and girls in larger tmms and cities. This observa-
tion has been made by talking with many music supervisors in 
rural areas and also is the result of the personal experience 
of the author in two and a half years of teaching in rural 
schools in Maine. Almost all rural supervisors seem to meet 
the same or very similar problems. 
This situation exists because of various factors, some 
of which seem insurmountable and others of which can and 
should be overcome for the benefit of our rural children. 
It is our purpose to investigate these factors and to arrive 
at concrete suggestions for possible improvement. 
When vie consider the improved transportation facilities 
in our rural areas and the trend toward centralization, we 
realize that music education in our rural schools should keep 
pace with these improvements ~1d offer our country boys and 
girls wider opportunities in music education. 
The high school level of music education was chosen for 
this study for three main reasons: 
1. It is at the high school level that we should 
offer more and broader opportunities to the 
boys and girls who have shown special interest 
and talent. 
2. All too often in rural situations, the super-
visor is forced to spend so much time in travel 
between elementary schools and between tovms 
that the high school program takes second place 
and, in many cases, is not given the time that 
it should have to provide the musical opportun-
ities that should be offered. 
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3. In many rural high schools the program is so full 
that music cannot be given the amount of time that 
the supervisor feels is necessary for an adequate 
music program. 
•• 
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CHAPTER II 
DEFINITIONS AND SCOPE 
It is necessary to define and limit a 11 rural 11 high 
school. All schools in Maine and New Hampshire were included 
that are in rural areas of scattered homes and small village 
settlements. For the purpose of' this study, high schools of 
under two hundred pupils are defined as rural high schools. _1/ 
Most are under one hundred pupils. In Ne-v1 Hampshire one quar-
ter of the rural high schools were six-year high schools, in-
cluding grades seven through twelve. There were sixteen in 
the state and forty eight four-year high schools. There is 
very little centralization in either state. Within the past 
four years, possibly half' a dozen high schools have been 
closed and their pupils transferred to other schools. 
·It should be noted that in some rural areas there is 
no provision for music instruction in the schools. There 
was a large number of schools listed in Maine, but not in-
cluded on the state list of supervisors, which would indi-
cate that there are no special music teachers or supervisors 
in those schools. It was not possible to ascertain 't'ihether 
or not any musical opportunities were offered to those boys 
and girls. Such opportunities, ho't'lever, are likely to be 
fewer than in the towns 1r1here supervisors are employed. 
This study is limited to the two states of Maine and 
Nelv Hampshire because it is felt that, in some sections, 
_1/ Plymouth, New Hampshire, was included, exceptionally, 
although it is larger, because it draws pupils from 
a large surrounding area and has to meet many of the 
rural problems. 
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these states do not offer as many musical opportunities to 
their ru ral boys and girls as are desirable or possible. 
Also, the author has had personal experience in teaching in 
rural areas in :Maine and is now teaching in New Hampshire. 
Personal experience and a wide acquaintance with rural super-
visors in these states has made the problems of music educa-
tion in the rural areas real and vital. 
This study, then, will deal with the problems of those 
high schools of Maine and Ne~11 Hampshire \'lith two hundred or 
fewer pupils. It will be limited to those schools tolhich do 
have some music instruction. Only in those towns which em-
ploy a supervisor was it possible to obtain information on 
which criticism and suggestions could be based. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE METHOD OF APPROACH 
After defining and limiting the scope of this study, the 
first step was to find out what the people actually teaching 
in the rural high schools thought about their situation. A 
questionnaire {see Appendix I) was sent out to obtain the 
following information: 
a. what is being done 
b. vlhat is laclting 
c. why it is lacking 
d. what each person would do under more favorable 
circumstances. 
The results of SlJ'ch a questionnaire would form an accurate 
picture of the things that are being done and the actual 
problems that are facing those who are teaching in the 
field. Possible solutions v1ould be suggested by super-
visors who would be applying them to real problems and not 
hypothetical cases. 
Requests for information about programs of rural high 
school music education were sent to several departments of 
education in states where music work considered to be es-
pecially good is being done in the rural field. 
Very little has been written in book form about this 
vital part of music education, but magazine articles in 
professional publications have been consulted and helpful 
suggestions were found. 
Detailed tabulation of the information received from 
the questionnaires showed clearly the existing problems. 
/ 
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The suggestions and comments on the questionnaires, those 
received from the various departments of education l-lhich were 
contacted, the suggestions found in the articles which were 
wri t ten concerning this problem, contributed to the plans for 
possible improvement of the music instruction in the rural 
high schools in l4aine and New Hampshire. 
I 
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CHAPTER IV 
TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES 
A questionnaire (see Appendix I) was sent out to people 
teaching music in rural areas in Maine and New Hampshire be-
cause that seemed to be the best method of obtaining informa-
tion about what is being done in music education in these 
states. The questionnaire was so planned that the supervisor 
needed only to fill in numbers, such as enrollment of the 
school, enrollment in various musical organizations. He 
could check 'yes' or 1 no 1 to answer various questions, but 
there was a space left for comment or further elaboration if 
he wished to offer it. 
Accompanying the questionnaire was a letter (see Appen-
dix II) explaining the reasons for assembling the informa-
tion. The fact that just over 50% of the supervisors filled 
out the questionnaire and returned it (see Table 1) would 
lead us to the assumption that people in the field of rural 
music education feel that conditions are far from ideal and 
should be studied and remedied. Of the replies, many more 
than half chose to comment and express opinions and set forth 
ideas for improvement. 
Questionnaires sent 
Replies received 
Schools covered 
Table 1 
Maine 
40 
20 
23 
N. H. 
30 
16 
19 
Total 
70 
36 
42 
One of the most significant results obtained by sending 
the questionnaires to supervisors of music in rural areas was 
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the outstandingly large number of replies indicating insuf-
ficient time to adequately cover the requirements for a sat-
isfactory music program. (see Table 2) 
Table 2 
Time 
Replies received 
Number who felt time sufficient 
Number who need more time 
I NSTRU1•1ENTAL MUSIC ACTIVITIES 
~1aine 
20 
2 
18 
N. H. 
16 
1 
15 
Total 
36 
3 
33 
The replies showed that instrumental work, while far 
from adequate, is not completely lacking. The number of 
schools having no orchestras or bands was small, but so was 
the number that had both orchestra and band. (see Table 3) 
One interesting fact was that more rural high schools had 
orchestras than bands (see Table 3). That may reflect the 
preponderance of women music teachers in rural areas. lllJomen 
supervisors, as a whole, are likely to feel more at home \·lith 
an orchestra than with a band. Then, too, these small high 
schools do not usually have a football team. Football teams 
are apt to put pressure on the music department for a march-
ing band, which is not so effective on a basketball floor. 
Table 3 
Instrumental l'Jork Maine N. H. Total 
No instrumental work 3 5 8 
Orchestra only 7 5 12 
Band only 4 4 8 
Orchestra and band 3 2 5 
Number who would add orchestra 4 4 8 
Number who would add band 8 4 12 
VOCAL }J.USIC ACTIVITIES 
Quite a few towns limited the vocal work to mixed chorus. 
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(see Table 4) Several had a Girls' Glee Club, either as the 
only vocal organization or in addition to mixed chorus. A 
fei•i schools had both Boys' and Girls' Glee Clubs in actdi tion 
to mixed chorus. There was no way of determining Trrhether 
these groups were elective or selective, but by comparing t b.e 
size of the chorus with the size of the student body, it may 
be assumed that most choruses were elective. The glee clubs 
would tend to be more selective. 
Table 4 
Vocal. l'mrk Maine N. H. Tote~ 
Mixed chorus only 12 6 18 
Boys 1 and girls' glee c:J_ubs 5 8 13 
Girls 1 glee club only 2 4 6 
Ntleber who would add girls' glee club 7 5 12 
Number who woulu add boys' glee club 5 4 9 
Number i-vho would add mixed chorus 4 2 6 
MUSIC APPRECIATION AND TI.:rEORY 
Apparently music appreciation and theory in high schools 
in rural areas is sadly neglected. Nel-1 Hampshire does have a 
better record than Maine in including music appreciation 
courses, but rural boys and girls in these states are being 
offered almost no theory {see Table 5). 
Table 5 
Music Appreciation and Theory Maine N. H. Total 
Offering 1-l:usic Appreciation 1 6 7 
Offering Theory 1 1 2 
However, many teachers would add these subjects to the 
music curriculum if time allowed (see Table 6). 
.. 
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Table 6 
Maine N. H. Total 
Number who would add Music 
Appreciation 16 . 10 26 
Number \'lho would add Theory 6 4 10 
The number of teachers who lvould like to add l-4usic 
Appreciation is significantly large. Apparently music apprecia-
tion is considered a necessary part of a school music program, 
but communities demand that vocal and instrumental group s be 
given the limited time that is available. 
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CHAPTER V 
I NTERPRETATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
From the tabulation of the questionnaire results, several 
significant facts emerge that help us to see more clearly the 
situation in music education in the rural high schools of 
1~-iaine ano. New Hampshire. 
The number of replies, 50% of the questionnaires sent, 
in itself would indicate that many people actually teaching 
in the area which is being investigated are not satisfied with 
conditions and are anxious to help with a study that might 
offer some solutions to their problems. The fact that many 
of the replies included comments was also significant. It 
indicated that the supervisors were willing to take their 
time to express their opinions of the weak points and strengths 
of the systems in which they were working. Hany frenk.ly stated 
the weaknesses and some suggested means of improvement. 
Almost all the supervisors who replied felt that the 
greatest weakness 'ttlas a lack of time. Many v1ork in several 
towns and have to divide the week among them. That creates 
the time-consuming problem of transportation among the to\vns 
and, in many cases, among t he elementary schools in the towns. 
Into the problem of finding enough time we must consider the 
fact that nearly all high school work must be done during the 
school day because so many pupils are transported long dis-
tances by busses. Both these factors limit the time that the 
supervisor is able to spend on a high school music program. 
In the field of instrumental music, most supervisors had 
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some in their schools, but very fevr had both orchestra and 
band. Both are necessary to a well-rounded high school music 
program. Lack of time again is one of the main reasons for 
this situation, as there is often not enough time for prac-
tice during school hours to have two instrumental organiza-
tions. There were other reasons mentioned in the comments. 
The difficulty of getting instruments to rent so far from a 
large city; the inability of rural boys and girls to purchase 
instruments; and the lack of instrumental teachers in the 
country areas were all given as factors that must be overcome 
before a satisfactory music program in the instrumental field 
can be developed. 
Vocal music seemed to fare a little better. All schools 
reporting had at least one vocal organization. Most schools, 
hmvever, would have liked more groups had time allo\ved. 
Music appreciation classes have also been largely dis-
regarded because there is not time enough to fit them into a 
crm'lded school program or into a busy supervisor• s schedule. 
Many supervisors would like to add these classes as weli as 
theory classes if time could be found. 
It should be stated that much good work is being done 
in music education in rural areas in Maine and New Hampshire, 
because of the interest and hard work of the supervisors, 
many of whom do more than should be required of them. How-
ever, they all agree that what they have the time and oppor-
tunity to do is not adequate to meet the needs of boys and 
girls far from cultural centers. 
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CHAPTER VI 
A SA1WLING OF STATE DEPARTMENT OPINION 
In order to comuare conditions found in Maine and New 
.. 
Hampshire with those in other comparable rural situati ons, 
some expression has been sought from a sampling of other 
states. 
The State Departments of Education in Ohio, 1;Iaryland, 
North Carolina a~d Delaware were contacted to ascertain whether 
these departments had any specific suggestions about rural high 
school music problems. These states have had a large measure 
of success in their work in music education in rural high 
schools. However, none of these states has a specific course 
of study for rural high schools. 
North Carolina sent a booklet _1/ that offered many good 
suggestions for general music teaching but nothing that had 
any bearing on the specific problem which we are considering . 
Virginia also sent a course of study 2/ for music educa-
tion in high schools, but it consisted largely of suggestions 
f or setting up a four-year course in larger high schools th8.t 
could offer music as a major subject. Even under ideal con-
ditions, few rural high schools can hope to achieve this. 
Delaware had no course of study which would be of help 
in this work. 
_]j l'Iusic Bulletin, 1946, Some Ansllrers to Common Problems in 
Music Education by Birdie Holloway, issued by Division of 
Instructional Service, State Department of Public In-
struction, Raleigh, North Carolina 
_gj Bulletin, State Board of Education, Tenta.tive Course of 
Study in Music for High Schools, Richmond, 1943 
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OhiO, which has done some outstanding work in rural music 
education (see Chapter VII) had some suggestions in its pamph-
let. _1/ Use of the county library was suggested. The rural 
supervisor should keep a record of the available material. 
Reasonable reque&ts from supervisors in the county for the 
purchase of music material would be grantee., including phone-
graph records if the demand were sufficient. 
The State Library facilities in Ohio are also available 
to music supervisors. Its services include lending books to 
county libraries, lending books or music materials to music 
supervisors and giving information as to where book s not o-vmed 
by the State Library might be obtained. 
Ohio also suggests that small high schools may '"e able 
to provide only general music and selective groups, which are 
defined as small ensembles, such as trios, quartets, octets, 
etc. If the program permits, such groups as mixed chorus, 
orchestra and band should be included. Some select groups 
such as choir, glee clubs, etc., may sometimes be offered. 
The aim should be a variety of o fferi~ suited to the interests 
and abili ties of all pupils. 
Where music is offered for credit, Ohio suggests t hat 
most small high schools with a part-time music teacher could 
offer only one unit in music. Where only one unit is possibl 
it should consist of organization work, chorus, orchestra 
_]j Ohio High School Standards, 1946, Music Education 
Junio r and Senior High Schools, prepared by Edith 
Keller, .Supervisor of Music, issuec1 by Clyde Hiss 
Stat e Superintendent of Public Instruction, State 
Ohio, Department of Education, Columbus, 1946 
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~ band. Classes in music literature and appreciation and theory 
are not advisable unless there is a sufficient enrollment. 
These classes could be offered in alternate years. A central-
ized high school could offer much more in diversified courses 
and organizations because the enrollment 1r1ould be larger and 
the services of a full-time music teacher could be used. 
Mr. Jack E. Platt, _1/ who is the supervisor of music 
education in Allegany County in Maryland, outlined the music 
program which is working successfully in his county. All 
rural schools have the opportunity to schedule t wo instrumental 
teachers, one for strings, one for woodwind and brass instru-
ments . This has resulted in a t wenty-four piece orchestra in 
one ry.ral school, which has been developed in two years. A 
music teacher meets grades seven, eight and nine twice a week 
and has elective courses in grades ten through twelve. Glee 
clubs are included as electives. Nearly all work is done in 
school time as many pupils are trans~orted by busses. 
1'/i th a staff such as he em~Jloys in his county, Nr. 
Platt is able to follow the cours e of study that is used in 
the larger city high schools. 
_1/ Correspondence 
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CHAPTER VII . 
SUI>IliiARIES OF READING l;1ATERIAL 
I n searching for reading material that would help in 
finding a solution to the problems of improving the rural high 
school music situation in Maine and New Hampshire, it 1r1as 
f ound that the books dealing with rural school music concern 
t hemselves only t'\1'1 th the elementary level and the problems of 
the one or t 'tvo room elementary school. 
However, several articles in music education periodicals 
and pamphlets dealing with music education did prove helpful 
in expressing the need for better rural music education and 
in offering concrete suggestions by which this goal could be 
achieved . 
The se articles can be divided into two groups; first, 
the arti cles that dealt 'tvi th t he general rural music situation; 
second, the articles that explained hov; the probleQs had been 
solved in specific cases . 
Let us first note what authorities in the field have to 
say about the need for rural music education. 
Glenn Gildersleeve says: _jJ 11 Rural school music becomes 
a reality when there is a recognition that educational oppor-
tunities comparable to those generally provided city children 
should be made available to boys and girls living i n small 
to-vms and rural areas. This recognition must be accorded by 
_1/ Glenn Gildersleeve, Trends i n Rural School Musi c, Educa-
tional l•!usic Hagazine, Vol. XVI, No. 2, January-February , 
1937 
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State Departments of Public I nstruction 1 county educational 
administrators and rural supervisors. These leaders mus t have 
the vie-v;point that a well-rounded program of public school 
education is more than fact learning and tha t a healJGby emo-
tional growth is equally important in the development of 
1·;holesome personalities. Furthermore, these leaders must be 
prepared to inte1~ret to practical minded parents that a 
1 living culture' is just as impol"tant for their children as a 
'living wage'. 
11 
•••••• There is a need for special music teachers in 
rural consolidated .:md small to1vn high schools. As is true 
of a country doctor, this teacher must be a 'general practi-
tioner ' of music. He must be flexible and adaptabl e. He must 
be fami liar with the many varying phases of school end adult 
music teaching ••••.. 
11 The small high school is compelled to give a minimum of 
courses. Classes are small •• •• This condition is a blessing 
in disguise , for small classe s mak e possible a more intima~e 
acquaintance of teacher and pupil ...• In a school vJhere there 
is an educated teacher with personality and enthusiasm and an 
insight into human living and its needs, pupils can be pro-
vided ~1 adventure in living through music and the lif e ex-
periences to which music relates. 
11 
••• ••• About half of the children in America are attend-
i ng rural schools. 11 
A real argument for rural music education is made by 
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Lester HcCoy • ..J:1 11 We music educators have been talking for 
years about making music available to everyone, irrespective 
of age, environments or economic status. Yet, if we are honest, 
we must admit that we have been concentrating our efforts on 
the larger town and city school •••• In follovJi ng this pl"'ocedure 
we are almost i gnoring a la1~e and potentially fruitful por-
tion of our population, the boys and girls of Rural America. 
11 
•••••• Rural people are demanding the s ame musical oppor-
tunities now accorded our city p eople. 
11 0ur rural communi ties are virtually untouched by the 
instrumental phe.se of our music program •••• Some kind of a 
practical cooperative program could be worked out, whereby the 
town schools employing instrumental teachers would make a 
little of their time availabl e to these boys and girls who 
have been so long neglected. 
11 Through our state as s ociations we could work for a bet-
ter organizational set-up .•.• A much better music progrrun could 
be achieved if all the music teachers 1iiould get together and 
decide on a few things so that all would be traveling in the 
same direction and tovmrd a unified state program. A fetv 
states, some ten or twelve, nmv have State Directors of Nusic 
which makes it possible for them to build a unifie~ program on 
all levels . n 
_]J Lester 1·1cCoy, The Case of Rural Husic, Educational Husic 
Hagazine, Vol. XXVI, No-.-3, January-February, 1947 
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The Husic Educators' Research Council _]J has found 
that the real need is 11 to emphasize the recreative values 
and provide as large a measure of musical experience as 
possible that trmuld carry over into adult life. 11 
There should be: 
a. Op portunities for skilled performance by the more 
musically interested and talented young people. 
b. Opportunities for young people of limited capacities and 
interests. 
The follotrJing articles contain suggestions by whi ch 
t he goals outlined above may be at least partially recdized. 
Dean Douglas _gj tells of the state program in I·iissouri. 
The Rural School }1usic Program in 1-'Iissouri has been function-
ing under state supervision since 1929. The State Music 
SUpervisor is on the staff of the State Superintendent. 
County Supervisors u-Jere appointed in 1937 to unify the 
musi c programs in the counties. 
The State Supervisor outlines the program of music 
education in the state and presents it to the county super-
visors. This plan of supervision has proved successful. 
The expenses vary according to the size ru1d circumstances of 
the counties. 
_j:f Instrumental Husic in t he Rural High School, N.usic 
Educators' Research Council, Informat ion leaflet, No. 9 
_gj Dean E. Douglas, County Mu sic Supervision, Mu sic 
Educators Journal, Vol. XXV, No. 2, October, 1938 
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A. C. Meyers _jJ tells of music in a semi-rural high 
school. 11 The time allotted to the high school pupils coin-
cides with the fourth and fifth· periods in their schedule. 
On Monday and Wednesday in period four the boys have glee 
club while the girls take gym. On Tuesday and Thursday it 
is reversed. On Friday all boys and girls taking glee club 
meet together for assembly chorus; others go to study hall. 
Band and orchestra meet similarly, vJi th small ensembles on 
Friday. 
11 There are no regular or academic class es schedul ed in 
the high school during periods four and five. This maltes 
it possible for any of the high (;lchool pupils who desi r e to 
t~\. e part in the musical orgru1izations to do so without 
missing any regular class vJork. As a result music has been 
elected by many more of the more conscientious pupils who 
here tofore could not participate due to classroom obligations . 
11 Since an effective music program in any school depenc1s 
l argely upon its relationship to the remainder of the curr i-
culum for its success, the program, no matter how good , 
unles s properly scheduled , is doomed to mediocrity. This 
is f airly simple in larger schools, but difficult in the 
semi-rural school." 
A Maryland cornmunity has solved its music problems in 
the follovJing manner: _g,j 11In the high school, music talt es 
_]j A. c·. Meyers, Music in a Semi-rural High School, l•lusic 
Educators Journal, Vol.-"JJ{V, No. 6, May, 1939 
_g,j Survey by Frank R. Davis, Ho1v Music Takes Its Place in 
the Life of a 1-larylanc1 Rur·ar-school and Communi t v , Music 
Supervisors Journal, Vol. YJX, No. 3, l<!ay, 1933 
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its place as a subject along with English, etc. F1or first 
and second year students music is a required subject, wlule 
for third and fourth year pupils it is optional •... The class 
lwrk in music is chiefly vocal and is taught by one vJho does 
the music work in tvJO other small high schools. 
11A sense of the values of having music taught in t his 
rural school has been brought to the parents and taxpayers 
through the contribution l·lhibh music has made to the social 
life of both the school and the rural community. This has 
been made possible because the County Superintendent and 
the County Board of Education believe in the '!.~Thole some uses 
of mu si c in all social life and give their heartiest support 
to music teaching in all the county schools .... In the last 
analysis it is through good teaching under a wise and under-
stancling principal, that such commendable progress has been 
made in the teaching of music in this rural educational cen-
ter . 11 
A workable system for the financing of a music program 
is explained by Harriet H. Hester: _lj 11 0ne of the old. posers 
is the problem of organizing and financill>6 a ·worthy program 
of music education in rural schools. 
11 The Office of the County Superintendent serves as the 
center of control. Each spring the local beards receive a 
letter from the County Office describing the music service 
_lj Harriet H. Hester, Organization and Sunoort of Rural 
School Music, Educational Mu sic Magazine, Vo~ XVII, 
No. 1, September-October, 1937 
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and enclosing a Contract Card ...• 
"Each district board then meets and. votes its sub-
scription for as much service as they need. or can afford. 
The monthly service is rno st popular, vJi th t he tveekly and 
yearly service running about fifty per cent as high. The 
money cooes into the County Office, forming a County l1usic 
Fund by which the program is financed. 
"The Music Supervisor and her assistants are then ern-
ployed by the County Superintendent at a yearly salary, 
paid out of the l•lusic Fund ...• 
"The county unit makes possible county projects and 
festivals which give an unquestioned stimulus to the in-
terest in the music work ••.• 
"A county music program foi' rural schools is not an 
impossible riddle. It can be solved. 11 
One of the most helpful articles was written by Frances 
H. Deen ...1/ who outlined a practice~ workable scheme for 
solving a rural school problem from a county standpoint. 
Hiss Deen said: 11 During the past eleven years Hedina 
County, Ohio, has developed a type of organization for musi .c 
instruction v-rhich has had marked success in solving many of 
the difficulties encountered by school administrators who 
attempt to set up a comprehensive and -v.rell balanced. program 
of music instruction in small school districts. The plan 
...1:/ Frances M. Deen, A Modern Rural School Experience, 
Educational Music Magazine, Vol. XVI, No. 2, November-
December, 1936 
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employed has made it possible to secure and retain teachers 
of adequate training and successful e~perience; it has made 
possible the offering of a comprehensive music program and 
the development of a quality of musical performance which 
compares, favorably 1:~i th that ·of the best city systems. 
11 
•••• a number of other schools in the county asl:ed to 
be supplied similar music instruction and plans vJere formu-
lated to set up a second circuit of five schools •.•• Thus 
teacher A taught the I.·Jind instrument classes and directed 
the orchestra and glee clubs in all nine schools; teacher 
B taught the violin classes and supervised the grade music 
in the same nine schools. Each school receiveo_ the same 
a mount of time under this plan •.•• This division of the pro-
gre.m bet1~een two teachers had a desirable result 't'.rhi ch vJas 
not fully appreciated vJhen the plan \vas underta.l{.en. It 
permitted some specialization by the teachers 1"'i th the 
result that all t h e wol"k was much better done than would 
h ave b een othen1ise p ossible. 
11 Succeeding years brought in still more of the schools, 
vJi t h consequent increase in the music staff , until all of 
the schools in the county were embraced in the organization 
and were receiving their music instruction under the plan 
sponsored and directed by the county school superintendent. 
To further unify and coordinate the 'tvork, a...'1. a ddi tionel 
assistant superintendent 1-1as added to the county ad.minis-
trati ve staff 'tvhose chief duty 1r1as to administer and super-
vise the details of the music program as county director of 
music. 
• 
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11 
•••• No school district in Medina County had to adopt 
the music program •.• nor is it compelled to retain it once 
acLopted ...• The grm·Jth 1-1as solid, ho~r;ever, and rested on the 
merit of the program offered. Tovmship after tmmship 
adopted the plan because it became increasingly evident that 
in no other v.ray could the schools receive a similar quality 
of music for so small an expenditure of money." 
Advantages: 
1. a ''Tell-varied and equalized progre.rn of music instruction 
at a moderate cost to each school unit. 
2. a fair degree of specialization of instruction. 
3. the employment of well-trained teachers at an adequate 
salary schedule. 
4. a county music library. 
5. a county costume collection. 
6. a county orchestra, band and chorus. 
7. a county music camp. 
8. large scale buying. 
11Hany counties could initiate and put into operation 
a county-wide plan of music instruction such as the one 
here described. It is ve1~· probable that the initiation of 
similar systems elsewhere would have the same desirable re-
sults. 11 
From these quotations it is clearly shown that prob-
lems exist in rural high school music education. These 
authorities recognize the problems ~~d offer some solutions 
that have worked in their particular areas. Some of these 
solutions could be adapted to the areas v.1hich we are con-
sidering. 
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CHAPTEH VIII 
CRITICISN OF THE PRESENT SITUATION 
As is shown by the reading summaries and the inforQa-
tion received from the questionnaires, there are many unique 
problems facing music education in the small high school. 
These problems become greater when the high school is situated 
at a long distance from a large city. 
This investigation does not tru~e into consideration the 
rural communities which have no music supervisor, - the com-
munities where the high school music program depends upon 
the ability of a regular teacher to teach the music if time 
permits. In some cases music is completely lacking. These 
corJ.munities are either unable financially to support a music 
supervisor or unable to find one 1,rho is willing to come 
there for the salary that the tovm can pay and put up with 
trru~sportation difficulties and the problems of being a 
long distance from a la1~e city. 
In the places \I'Jhich are fortunate enough to obtain the 
services of an interested and alert music educator, the 
supervisor is most often handicapped by having too much to 
do. He spreads himself too thin and tries to do much more 
th&~ should be expected. The supervisor usually covers 
several to"t-ms and spends a limited time in each tm·m. He 
then has the problem of transportation. In winter these 
northern states have many days of hazardous driving i•rhen 
much more time must be taken to get from school to school, 
wasting the time that should be spent in teaching. In some 
• 
• 
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places the music teacher must drive t1..ro hundred miles or more 
per week to cover his schools. 
In his limited time he must arouse interest and enthu-
siasm in the townspeople as 1rJell as in the stuclents, and 
prepare his more or less poorly balru!ced groups for public 
performa ..... '1ces that are more frequently deman\1ed in rura~ areas. 
His groups 1·1ill be asked to perform not just at school func-
tions, but at community gatherings, such as church entertain-
ments and Grange meetings. 
Another problem that arises from having to teach in 
several tovms is the difficulty in scheduling so that each 
tot'Vn receives its fair share of time. Each tovm must also 
receive its fair share of public performances by high school 
groups. 
Oftentimes the music supervisor is the only special 
teacher in the district. The music in the rural high school 
may be the only .musical outlet for the tov-m, so tha t 1 t takes 
on added importance and makes good music education in rural 
areas that much more vital. 
The small numbers in the schools mal\:.e it hard_ to get 
·Nell-balanced choral or instrumental groups and they defi-
nitely limit the supervisor in his choice of music. Suitable 
material for such small or poorly balanced groups is haro_ to 
find. Yet these boys ano_ girls, who have little or no access 
to the cultural advantages of the city-o~eller, need exper-
ience in the arts to even a greater degree. In many cases 
school is the only place for them to get that experience • 
to 
They should listen/ and perform the great music so that they 
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vJill learn to love and appreciate it. It is difficult to 
achieve this goal in one or t vJO periods a week. 
\men the program is as limited as it often is, many 
supex•vi sors feel tha t choral v-;ork should be op ened to all 
interested pupils. 1ihile this is a&mirable and gives many 
pupils a chance to perform end enjoy, it definitely limits 
the few who may be more talented and have a better back-
ground in music. What 1-..re need is both, an unrestricted 
chorus and a selective choir. In many cases the supervisor 
has to choose one or the other, because his program allows 
for only one period per iveek for vocal \vork. Whichever 
choice h e makes, he is never satisfied and i.<Jonders if he 
should be having the other group. 
It is only natural that mru1y supervisors will, con-
sciously or unconsciously, put the emphasis onto t hat part 
of t h e music p rogram \vhich interests him p ersonally, lvhether 
it be band, orchestra or choral music. This makes for a n 
unbalancect program, dependent upon the personal preferences 
of the supervisor. Even worse than the unbalanced prog ram 
is the on e in 11hich the sup ervisor tries to do so many 
cUfferent things that he does none of them thoroughly. Both 
of these faults are apt to be found in young and inexp erienced 
teachers, and these inexperienced teachers form the larg est 
p ercentage of our rural supervisors in the states which vle 
are considering. They tak e rural positions to get the 
necessary exp erience to obtain city positions. Of course 
there are some exp erienced a.nd very fine sup ervisors in the 
country. So"me prefer to live there for personal reasons and 
• 
.. 
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a fevJ are dedicated to the cause of rural music • 
The emphasis in rural high schools in l'-1aine and Ne1r1 
Hampshire is on vocal vwrk. All schools reporting had at 
least one vocal group and some had no instrumental groups. 
This is not entirely due to the preferences of the teachers~ 
but because inaugurating a vocal program in high schools 
cl.oes not present the problems that confront a supervisor who 
1·1i shes to start . an instrumental program. 
There are t1.vo main problems facing the formation of an 
instr~mental program. First, instruments are hard to get 
and e:::cpensi ve to buy. It is especially difficult to . set up 
a rental arrangement in a rural area. The community is 
likely to be far from a city where music companies have in-
struments to rent. It is difficult for a supervisor to 
meke rental arre~gements over a long distance. Several of 
the supervisors reporting in the survey gave lack of in-
struments as the greatest drawback to their music program. 
FnJ small schools can afford to o-vm instruments enough to 
rent to pupils and_ thus obtain a '~ ell-balanced instrumental 
group . 
Second, few teachers are able to teach all instruments 
equally ~7ell. It is usual for a teacher to excel on one 
instrument or to be proficient in performance and teaching 
on one group of instruments. In many rural areas there are 
no private teachers available except for piano teachers. 
In these areas the sup.ervisor must do all the teaching that 
is done for his instrumentc~ groups • 
• 
.. 
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The instrumental_ progra.m, then, is faced with t"tro al-
most insurmountable obstacles. First, enough pupils must be 
inter ested in buying or renting instruments, always provid-
:i.ng that they can be found. The other solution is for the 
school to own enough instruments to loan or rent to pupils. 
Second , the supervisor must tee.ch all the i nstrument s that 
he 11ishes to include in his instrumental ensembles, or enough 
of them to make a well-balanced group. Besides giving lessons 
on all instruments, making rental arrangements betv-Jeen pupils 
a~d music companies, he must f ind enough time to rehearse and 
produce a satisfactory resul t, so t hat the prog r a111 vJill 
achieve enough success for the pupils and the public to want 
it continued. 
Even if the music supervisor can teach all i n strument s 
past the beginning stage, the problem of time must again be 
considered. Time ru1d transportation add to the difficulties 
of this situation. A very large percenta.ge of rural pupils 
come and go f rom school on busses. These busses call at the 
close of the school day. I t is practically impossible to 
require boys and girls to stay after school for rehearsals 
or les sons. In many cases it would mean a cold vJalk of 
several miles. 
If the music supervisor can mak e t h e time available in 
his ovvn schec1ule to carry out his program, it is still most 
difficult to -vmrk out a high school schec1ule which vJill allov-: 
enough time formusic during school hours to create a worth-
·whil e and i'.Tell-balanced mu sic program . The sme~l high school 
has so many courses to provide for that music is sometimes 
• 
• 
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pushed to one side. By far t he largest percentage of replies 
to the questionnaires indicated that the time that could be 
spared to them in the high school schedule limited the re-
hearsals to one period per week for each organization. 
To sum up, time and instruments are the biggest prob-
leiils and of the t\\TO, time is the more important. The im-
pression gained in reading teachers' comments was that; they 
felt that they might be able to find solutions to the other 
problems and to cope with the shortcomings of their music 
programs, if more time could somehov! be made available • 
• 
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CHAPTER IX 
SUGGESTIONS FOR I NPROVDIENT 
There are several ways that the music instruction in 
rural high schools in 1~1aine and Ne'tv Hampshire could be i m-
proved. Some of these way s have been tried in other parts 
of the country and proved successful. 
The first step necessary "tvould be to a"t"laken the school 
department and public to the need for music. They must be 
made to see that their children should not be denied the 
cultural benefits of good music because t hey live i n the 
country. They must feel that music education is a necessity, 
not the luxury t hat it is often considered. · Their children 
should be given as much good music instruction as possible, 
"t·10rking alinrays tmvard t he maximum, not the minimum amount. 
ivhen the public has been educated to such a program; · 
v1hen the public_ realizes the need for such a program; v1hen 
they realize that music shoul d reach everyone, then specifi c 
suggestions for inauguration of the program or the improve-
ment of t he existing p rogram is in order. 
The responsibility for awakening the public to this 
vital need for bet t er music education in rural areas is 
l argely that of the music educator P~mself, if there is 
one, or the superintendent if there is. not. In the latter 
case, t he superintendent shoulcl 'l.nl ork for t he establishment 
of some music instruction in the high schools ancL then vmrk 
"\'ji th the music teacher to improve the si tua.tion • 
If there is some music instructi on in the schools, but 
• 
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not of the best quality or quantity, due to some or all of 
the drawbacks pictured in pre ceding chapters, the music 
teacher should never cease to do the best work he can with 
irJhat he has. Also he should never cease to bring before the 
public the goals that he vJould like to achieve under more 
favorable circumstances. 
State organization 
Lester McCoy _1/ points out that it is the responsibil-
ity of the musi c educator in a rural area to try to improve 
his situation. He suggests more cooperation between city 
and country schools by better state organization of music 
educators. A strong state music educators' organization 
could make itself a real influence a.nd plan the music pro-
gra~ for the state so that all music education within the 
state -vrould be more uniform. 
A l·lell-planned state program rihich takes into consid-
eration rural probl ems and tries to remedy them vmuld be a 
big step in the right direction 
Centralized schools 
One specific 11vay to improve t he existing conditions in 
rur al high school music education in Maine and Nel·l Hampshire 
't·Jould be to centralize more schools. Experience has shot>in 
that many supervisors spend much valuable time driving from 
one one-room school to the next, using up at least one-
_1/ op. cit. (see page 21) 
• 
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quarter of their time, more in bad weather, driving when 
t hey should be teaching. A centralized school 1r1her·e a 
music teacher could spend all day in one building 't'lOUlcL aid 
the all-important problem of finding enough time f or an 
adequate program. Also it would be possible to broaden the 
music program by the use of audio-visual aids, such as a 
radio-phonograph, tape or disc recording machine, and movie 
projector. It would be impossible to equip several small 
s chools 1-·1i th this equipment. 
A centralized school would doubtless contain a s t ag e 
1·1he r e effective public performances could be held. They 
v1ould serve to stimulate t he pupils, arouse the inter·est o f 
t he public and raise money fo r purchasing audio-visual ai ds, 
school-mvned instruments or irJhatever the school might need. 
These advantages of a centralized school are not limited 
to music. Better teaching is possible in all fields 1 'tvhen 
teachers can confine themselves to the subjects for vJhich 
they are best f'i tted and in which they al"'e particularly 
interested. 
In vocal work it would be possible to have glee clubs 
and choirs in lower grades and have them better trained be-
fore they get to high school. Voice training classes are 
not beyond the rea~m of possibility a~d would be invaluable 
in developing fine quality in vocal groups. 
In instrumental 1.-Jorlt 1 it 1rvould be possible in a cen-
tralized school to include younger pupils in the bfu~d or 
orchestra, thus enlarging the group, creati ng more interest 
in the lm-ver grades, and building up a reserve of experienced 
• 
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performers. Class instrumental lessons in school time would 
help immeasur/ably and would be simpler to arrange under one 
roof. It would be fine if the music supervisor could teach 
some classes, but a nearby supervisor or a city teacher 
might be induced to come to the school and teach if he could 
get all the pupils in one place. 
Thus, centralized schools would solve the problem of 
time at 1 east partially, anc1 vJi th it better scheduling -v;ould 
be easier, better equipment - \vould be possible and transporta-
tion time of the supervisor would be reduced. 
Audio-visual aids. 
One of the advantages mentioned in our argument to cen-
tralize schoo:ll3 was the greater possibility of using audio-
visual aids. 
Instead of limiting the listening experience of the 
pupil to records played on a mechanical portable phonograph 
(not electric because not all rural schools have electricity), 
they can use a good electric phonograph with the latest 
equipment for the new records, a good radio, a recording 
machine and a movie projector. 
High school and elementary pupils both enjoy using 
t hese aids to education and they are invaluable at the high 
school level. It would be almost impossible to teach music 
appreciation without a record player. A library of fine 
records can be built up gradually or they can be borrmved 
from state or county libraries • 
For vocal and instrumental groups a recording machine 
• 
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is a great help. It is possible to record an early reheru"-
sal and then record t.he same work v1hen it is nearly ready 
for performance. The early one shmvs both director and 
pupils 1.-vhere the weaknesses are. Comparison of tha t record-
ing and the lat_er one shmv the improvement very clearly and 
a re a source of encouragement. 
1•1ovies can be hired and can be useful especially in 
showing the different instruments and the part each one 
plays in the complete instrumental ensemble. 
Better scheduling 
More coulcl be accompli shed in rural high school music 
education if more thought were given to scheduling . In 
many cases, students t·Tho 1t1ish to taJ.~e music are excused from 
class one period a i'Teek. That ·will discourage the conscien-
tous student who might lik e to take music. A good solution 
't.·Jas offered a A. C. Ney ers ..Y where t1-vo periods a day vJere 
given over to music and physical education. Another sug-
gestion 2/ was made that music be required as is English or 
mathematics. Some authorities would argue against thi s, as 
many high school students are not interested in musi c and 
should not be required to tru~e it. But certainly music 
should be so scheduled that all those t·lho 'tvish should be 
able to take it rJi thout losing time from other classes. 
_1/ op. cit., page 23, note 2 
_2/ op. cit. , page 24 
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Smaller districts 
In many cases, rural supervisors cover several tm .. ms. 
That means that as little as one day a week may be spent in 
one tmm, to cover grade and high schools. Under these cir-
. cumstances the high school organizations can have only one 
rehearsal a -v;eek. One day in a tov.m leaves little or no 
time for instrumental lessons, music appreciation classes 
and many other things that go to make up a well-rounded music 
program. 
If the districts were smaller, so that the supervisor 
1.·rould have at least two days a vJeek in a town and perhaps 
use t he fifth day for instrumental lessons, extra rehearsal s 
ru1d special events, a much more well-balanced program could 
be maintained. 
This, of course, -v10uld mean more expense for each tovvn . 
The supervi sor 1 s s alary ~rmuld be divided between t t.Jo towns 
instead of among three or four. In some areas, this 't·Jould 
1.-vorlt a hardship on the townspeople. HovJever, if a really 
vi tal music program 1r1ere instituted, · in vJhich the supervisor 
ltere able to shm.; real results in a 'living cultur e' and in 
the recreational values of music, the p eople might be 1AJill-
ing to shoulder the financial burden. 
State subsidies 
One of the facts tha t we have mentioned several times 
is the inabi lity of t he rural school districts to pay high 
enough salaries to attract end k eep good music supervi sors . 
The tendency is for experienced supervisors to move to a 
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larger city with better pay and easier working conditions. 
Again, a centralized school improves "tvorking condi-
tions and saves on the cost and inconvenience of transpor-
tat ion for the supervisor. Smaller districts do the sarne 
but make the financial burden heavi er on each tovm. 
One solution for that financial problem would be for 
the state to pay a part of the salary of the music supervisor. 
That is done in 11aine for home economics, agriculture, and 
physice~ education teachers. In these departments, the state 
sets a minimum salary for these teachers which, at one time, 
was considerably higher than the mini mum salary that the town 
was paying to other teachers. The state paid half the salary 
ana_ the tovm paid the other half. 
The use o.f that system for rural music teachers vJould 
have several advantages: 
a. it would ease the financial burden on the town. 
b. the higher pay l..rould tend to make posl tions in rural areas 
more attractive to superior teachers. 
c. it would decrease the large turn-over of music teachers 
in rural areas. 
d. it would give the state more control over the music progrrun . 
e. tnis control 1r1ould unify the music program vlithin the state. 
In connecti on vJi th the last tHo advantages mentioned, 111e 
would like a more unified state program with cooperation among 
the su~ervisors from both urban and rural areas. For example, 
if Tmm A had a good string teacher ana_ Tmvn B, nearby, had 
a good brass man, each could t ake part of a day to go to the 
other t01vn and give class or private lessons. Under state or 
county supervision, such cooperation could be worked out, 
where it would be more difficult under a town-controlled sys-
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tern. 
A state program of minimum standards Y.Jould be advan-
tageous. It 'tvould help pupils · moving from one tOi•m to 
anoth er ~vi thin the state. It vJould help the inexperienced 
music teacher by giving him definite instructions as to what 
he is expected to accomplish. 
County system 
Probably the most practical solution for many of the 
problems of r·ura~ music educat i on in the high schools of 
r·e.i n e and Ne1r1 Hamp shire is the county system tha t Has advo-
ca.ted by several a.uthori ties. 
If our counties are too large, they could b e divided 
i n to u orkable sections. Each section could then hire t h e 
ac.o e number of music teachers that t h e tm.rns included vJould 
h i ::-e separately. A schedule v.Tould be vJOrked out by e. county 
sup ervisor whereby each p erson in the county or section mus ic 
d epartment would teach in the fi eld of music to which he is 
best sui ted in all the schools in the section . 
It was suggested _y that each tmm sign up for t lU.s 
music service ancl pay for 1 ts share by contributing to a 
County Nusic Fund ·which lvould hire the personnel. This sy s-
tem vJOuld, of course , require a higher degree of organiza tion 
ths~ is used at present. A county supervisor of music woulQ 
have to be employed 1r1hose duties Hould be largely adminis-
trative. Even vli th tha t added exp ense, it l·muld probably be 
_!/ op. cit, page 25 
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no more expensive than for each tov-m to hire a sup ervisor, 
and surely 1 lvi th some amount of s pecialization 1 the instruc-
t ion uould be better. 
It can help to solve the instrumental probler.1s. Each 
teach er hired should be proficient in teaching one group of 
instruments so that class lessons in all instruments can be 
offe ree.. Also a gooo. person in each of the three fields, 
orchestra, b~~d, and choral work, can be obtained so that no 
organization of the high school vvill be neglected. 
Of course transportation still would present a problem, 
but, as centralization of schools continues, it v:ould become 
less of a problem. It would be no greater vJi th several 
people covering a larger area than 1r1ith one person covering 
a limited area. 
Accoroing to Hr. Platt, _1/ the county system vJOrl\.s re-
markably well in his county in Maryland. He is able to offer 
hi s boys a..r1d girls more than do many city systems. In Medina 
County, Ohio, _gj a successful formula has been worked out 
along similar lines. These plans do not seem impossible. 
It is just a matter of planning, adulinistration, and, above 
all, selling the idea to the indivic1ue~ t01..;ns. They should 
be made to see that their children ,.'lill get better a11.cl more 
vai'ied instruction for the same amount of money, or sometimes 
less. 
_1/ op. cit., page 17 
_gj op. cit., page 26 
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The county system, v.rhile it does not solve all the prob-
lems of rural high school music educe.tion, can, when it is 
combined with centralized schools and better high school 
scheduling, be a definite improvement by off ering more 
specialized instruction ancL giving more time for high school 
worl-;: and the instrumental program. 
•-
CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS 
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From the preceding chapters we can see that, although 
rural high school music in Maine and New Hampshire is not 
taught under ideal conditions, there are practical steps that 
can be taken to improve those conditions. 
We found from the reports of musi_c supervisors actually 
teaching in the rural high schools of Naine and Ne"Vr He.mpsl1il"'e 
that their biggest problems are time and the difficulties of 
an effective instrumental program. Transportation difficul-
ties in traveling among various schools in several tmvns add. 
to the problem of not having enough time. Lack of instru-
mental teachers and the difficulty of obtaining instruments 
are the drmvbacks to the instrumental program. 
Reports from various state departments of education and 
articles by authorities in the field of rura~ high school 
music education offer several suggestions which could help 
to remedy the situation. 
Smaller districts and centralized schools vmuld help 
solve the problems of time and transportation. The county 
system would aid in solving the problems of instrumental 
-vmrk by having sevePal teachers available in the county, each 
of ~-.;rhom 1-1ould be able to teach some instruments. This 
specialization would offer a broader program to all the 
schools involved. State subsidies would help in unifying 
the systems and in keeping good supervisors in rural areas. 
We realize that it is impossible to put all these 
... 
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improvements into operation at once, but they are suggestions 
that can be introduced gradually and every small step in that 
direction will improve the instruction. 
Before it is possible to go very far, the parents of the 
rural children must be convinced that the music education in 
the rural high schools is not the best that their children cen 
receive for the money they are spending. 
If the parents can be convinced of that and also that 
music education is necessary for the growth and cultural life 
of their children, then these improvements vJill be macle. 
Husic is important in every child's life and our rural 
boys and girls of high school age in Haine and NevJ Hampshire 
should end could be offered good music education in all its 
phases • 
• 
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ABSTRACT 
This study \·las needed because it was felt t hat many boys 
and girls in rural high schools in Maine a.nd_ Ne~v He..m.pshire do 
not receive equal opportunities in music education vli th urban 
boys e.nd girls. Various factors ·which will be investigated 
e~e responsible for this situation. The high school level of 
music education vJas chosen because i t is there that opportun-
ities should be offered to talented boys and girls and be-
cause the limitations of time and program are preventing 
these opportunities from being offered. 
A rural high school is defined as one having an enroll-
ment of 200 or fei'ITer pupils. The high schools having no 
music teacher are not included as it was impossible to get 
information about the music educat ion in those tou-ms. The 
study is limited to the states of Maine and New Hamp shire 
because of the author's experience ~~d because t he se sta tes 
are not of f ering as many musical opportunities as might be 
desirable. 
The problem was approached by sending questionneires to 
superviso r s in the r ural areas of the ti•Io states. They vJere 
asked to record 1vhat they 'livere offering and v.rhat they \'JOuld 
like to offer under more ideal circumstances. Information 
'tvas requested from various state departments of education. 
Ivlagazine articl.es on the subject v1ere consul ted. The ques-
tionnaire results shoi'<ed the existing problems. The comments 
on the questionnaires, the suggestions from state departments 
and t ho se found in reading were incorporated into the con-
clusions. 
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The questionnaires shovved that most supervisors in "Ghe 
area were not satisfied with their program of music education 
as it existed. Nearly all who replied felt that the time 
l'Jhich they were able to devote to high school music 1<1as in-
sufficient. Instrumental music ·was not lacking but not ade-
quate. Vocal music was covered more thoroughly but most 
replies indicated that the supervisors would like to offer 
more opportunities. Music Appreciation and Theory cour·ses 
were included in most replies as courses that would be of-
fered if time were available. 
In interpreting these results the outstanding fact l'ras 
that many supervisors were willing to reply to the question-
naire . and to comment on their mvn situations. Time is the 
l argest problem to be overcome . Transportation difficulties 
are a factor in consuming valuable time. Instrumental pro-
grams are difficult in rural areas. It . is hard to obtain 
instruments and teachers. Any weru{ness in the vocal field 
could be remedied by providing more time. 
Several state departments sent material that offered 
valuabl e suggestions. Ohio suggested that state and county 
libraries be made available as sources of music material. 
Small en semble groups might be preferable to full choruses 
or bands in small schools. In schools Where music is offered 
for credit, one unit might be ad vi sable. Courses in l,'lusi c 
Appreciation and Theory might be offered in alternate years. 
Of course a centralized high school would offer many advan-
tages. A county system in Haryland 1r1as described vJhich ~vas 
able to offer as fine a program as most cities. This was 
.. 
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done by coordinating all the music in the county • 
l·1agazine articles dealt with general rural music prob-
lems and also t·.ri th specific ways to meet high school p roblems. 
One article emphasized the fact that rural children 1.-1ere en-
titled to as fine musical opportunities as city cbildren. A 
music teacher in the country must be flexible and able to 
develop any phase of music education. Another article em-
phasized the need for an instrumental program. State organ-
iza tions tvere suggested to help in the situation. County 
systems of music eclucation 1rJere suggested and descr ibed_ in 
severa~ articles. In this t-vay all music teachers ~'~J ere hired 
by the county to use their own sp ecial abilities in the best 
way possible. The towns contributed to a county fund to sus-
tain the program. High school schedules ~1ere set forth to 
shmv hm·7 a small high school could offer an effective music 
p rogram. 
In the area under consideration, t't'IJO problems loom 
above all others, time ond instruments. The supervisor often 
has more to do than it is possible to do thoroughly. Sched-
uling music activities in several different tov·ms is a prob-
lem. Transportation is time-consuming, especially in bad 
vJeather, but it is necessary in areas with rural schools. 
Small high schools have to offer so many courses that music 
can often have only a limited number of periods. Supervisors 
are faced 't·Ji th the problem of tv hat is the most valuable typ e 
of 1rrork to do in that time. Instruments and instrumental 
teachers are hard to obtain and the busy supervisor often 
must teach all instruments if he -v,rishes any instrumental 
.. 
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ensembles. 
The first sugg estion for improvement I.Yas to arouse the 
public to the need for better music education. A s trong 
stat e music education organization would be an advantage and 
make music more uniform. Centralized schools -vmuld help 
enormously on the problems of time and tra~sportation. Better 
equipment would be possible and a better coordina ted program 
between grade and high schools. Audio-visual aids are an 
important part of a music program, especially fine r e0ords. 
Scheduling could be improved so that the music educat or could 
make better use of his time. FevJer to-vms to cover I·.Joulci help 
in many situations. State subsidies would help ease the 
financial burden on small tov-ms and might unify the music 
programs v-dthin the state. Minimum standards could be set 
up. A county system appears to be a very practical solution. 
More specialized instruction vJould be possible at no more 
expense. Instrumental programs would benefit under such a 
system. Several or all of these suggestions lvould cont r•ibute 
to improved music education in rur al areas. 
In conclusion, although the situation as it exists is 
far from iCl.eal, there are steps tha t can be taken to i mprove 
music educa tion in rural areas of Maine and New Hampshire. 
A public that is truly interested in such a program v1111 see 
that some or all of these improvements are made • 
APPENDIX A 
Survey of Music Activities in Rural High Schools 
• Name of Schoo1 _____________ .,Total enrollment..;.'--'-----
Check number of grades included: 7 - 12 (six years) 
8 - ~2 (five years) 
9 - 12 (four years) 
Please indicate enrollment 
izations or cla sses listed 
A. Senior High: 
grades 9, 10, 11, 12 
B. Grades 7 and 8 
a nd time allotments in musical organ-
in both forms below: Minutes 
Enrollment per week 
Girls Glee Club 
Boys Glee Club 
Orchestra 
Band 
Music Appree1ation--
Theory 
Other: 
Required General 
Music 
Girls Glee Club 
Boys Glee Club 
Mixed Chorus 
Orchestra 
Other: 
Do you f Gc l the.t the time allotted is generally adequate to accom-
plish the essentie.ls of a well-rounded music program? Yes No Comments: _______________________________ __ 
Which of the following would you add if time nllowed? 
Glee Clubs: Girls ___ _ 
Boys ____ _ 
Band 
---:;:---Theory: I II ___ __ 
Mixed ___ _ Husic Appreciation 
I II ___ _ Mixed Chorus 
Orchestra --~----------
Please add any comments, general or spedific, Which would be of 
assiste.nce. 
Name ___________________ __ 
Address _________ __ 
Plea se return in the accompanying stamped envelope. 
APPENDIX B 
Dea r Fellow Supervisor, 
69 Warren Street 
Concord, New Hampshire 
January 26, 1948 
Would you be kind enough to fill out the accom-
panying blank, and return it to me in the enclosed 
envelope? I am a sk.ing for the information on your 
music program to assist me in a survey of music in 
rural high schools. I appreciate your taking the time 
to fill out this blank, and I shall be glad of any 
comments you wish to Qake. 
Cordially yours, 
APPENDIX C 
INFORHATION RECEIVED FROJ:.-1 QUESTIONNAIRES 
Haine N.H. Total 
Number of questionnaires sent 40 30 70 
Number· of replies received 20 16 36 
Number of schools covered 23 19 42 
Number 1-.rho felt time was suff'i ci en t 2 1 3 
Number vlho need more time 18 15 33 
Number with no instrumental work 3 5 8 
.Number having just orchestra 7 5 l2 
Number having just band 4 4 8 
Number having orchestra and band 3 2 5 
Number having mixed chorus only 12 6 18 
Number lrJi th girls 1 and boys' glee clubs 5 8 13 
Number v-1i th girls 1 glee club only 2 4 6 
Number having l•1us.ic Appreciation 1 6 7 
Number having Theory 1 1 2 
Number who V'lOUld add girls' glee club 7 5 12 
Number v1ho lrJ'OUld add boys' glee club 5 4 9 
Number who would. add mixed chorus 4 2 6 
Number ~JhO vwuld add orchestra 4 6 10 
Number who 'tvould add band 8 4 12 
Number 't-.rho would add theory 6 4 10 
Number v1ho 1'l10Ulc1 add Husic Appreciationl6 10 26 
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